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2009/125/EC and amendments 
 
The conformity of the designated product(s) with the provisions of the European Directive is given 
by the compliance with the following European Standard(s).  
If not elsewhere/otherwise indicated the edition/amendment as referenced below applies.
 

1194/2012 and amendments 
 
The conformity of the designated product(s) with the provisions of the European Directive is given 
by the compliance with the following European Standard(s) or other specifications.  
If not elsewhere/otherwise indicated the edition/amendment as referenced below applies. 

2011/65/EU and amendments 
 
The conformity of the designated product(s) with the provisions of the European Directive is given 
by the compliance with the following European Standard(s) or other specifications.  
If not elsewhere/otherwise indicated the edition/amendment as referenced below applies. 

 EN 50581:  

2012 

Technical documentation for the assessment of electrical and electronic 
products with respect to the restriction of hazardous substances 

   

List of additional Standards the product is compliant to: 

 EN 62031: 
2008 + A1:2013 + 
A2:2015 

LED modules for general lighting — Safety specifications 

 EC/TR 62778: 

2014 

Application of IEC 62471 for the assessment of blue light hazard to light 
sources and luminaires 
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Models: 

− TFXXXXS-G1-ZYY-LL TEC Flex Shortpitch IP00, TFPXXXXS-G1-ZYY-LL TEC Flex Shortpitch IP66 
 
where: 

XXXX = 600 to 2000, the luminous flux in Im/m 
 Z = 8 or 9, the 1st digit of CRI  

 YY = 27 to 65, the 1st two digits of CCT  
 LL = max 5 m, the length in meter of the LED module  

 
 

− TFXXXX-G1-ZYY-LL TEC Flex IP00, TFPXXXX-G1-ZYY-LL TEC Flex IP66 
 
where: 

XXXX = 300 to 2000, the luminous flux in Im/m 
       Z = 8 or 9, the 1st digit of CRI  
    YY = 27 to 65, the 1st two digits of CCT  
    LL = max 5 m, the length in meter of the LED module  

 


